
Four new features

Count down Timer
This is the timer associated with the individual switch, so when the switch is on for any reason (voice, app or manually), 
it will automatically turn off after the timer expired.
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Virtual light
When user create a Virtual Light group, one switch and multiple lights will be added in the group. Alexa will treat the 
group devices as a light bulb device. Group a number of lights and a switch so that users can turn on/off them together.
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N-Way Switch
When user create a N-Way Switch Group, the switches of n-way switch will be added in the group. Alexa will treat the 
switches as one switch. So that users can easier use the group to control on/off of the N-way switch.
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Physical Group
When user create a Physical Group, multiple switches or lights are able to be added in the group and it can configure it 
to be mirrored. If a group is mirrored, then when you trigger any of the switch or light, (either through the app, or voice, 
or manually push the button), the whole group of devices will be turned on or off. Alexa will treat the group devices as 
one device.
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A 3-Way Switch Group
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